Developing Cross-lingual Sentiment Analysis of Malay Twitter Data Using Lexicon-based Approach
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Abstract—Sentiment analysis is a process of detecting and classifying sentiments into positive, negative or neutral. Most sentiment analysis research focus on English lexicon vocabularies. However, Malay is still under-resourced. Research of sentiment analysis in Malaysia social media is challenging due to mixed language usage of English and Malay. The objective of this study was to develop a cross-lingual sentiment analysis using lexicon based approach. Two lexicons of languages are combined in the system, then, the Twitter data were collected and the results were determined using graph. The results showed that the classifier was able to determine the sentiments. This study is significant for companies and governments to understand people’s opinion on social network especially in Malay speaking regions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The amiable contextual definition of Big Data is dataset characterized by the 3Vs; Variety, Velocity and Volume that require particular Analytical Methods and Technology to transform into Value [1]. According to a study [2], Big Data can come in multiple forms including structured and non-structured data such as text files, genetic mappings, multimedia files and financial data. Three main types of data structures are: (1) Structured data which contain a defined data type, format, and structure (that is simple spreadsheets, traditional RDBMS, online analytical processing [OLAP] data cubes, CSV files, and even transaction data), and any data that reside in a fixed field within a record or file. This includes data contained in relational databases and spreadsheets; (2) Semi-structured data is a part of structured data that does not adjust with the formal structure of data models associated with relational databases or other forms of data tables, but nonetheless enforce hierarchies of fields and records in the data and contains markers or other tags to classify semantic elements. Examples of semi-structured data are XML and JSON; (3) Unstructured data: Data that has no inherent structure, which may include text documents, PDFs, images, and video all of which require different techniques and tools to process and analyze.

Big data is where timeliness, diversity, distribution and/or scale will demand the use of new technical structures, analytics, and different tools to enable perceptivity that may unlock new origins that will be a business value. Hence, big data analytics is where advanced analytic techniques are applied on big data sets. Analytics based on large data sample reveals and leverages business change. However, the larger the set of data, the more difficult it is to manage [3]. Businesses can benefit from analyzing larger and more intricate data sets that will probably require near-real time or real time capabilities that leads to a necessity for new tools, data architectures, and analytical methods.

A survey [4] reported that Malaysia’s Internet penetration has reached 76.9% where owners own one or several accounts in Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, Twitter and etc. According to [5], social media eases the creation and sharing of career interests, ideas, opinion, information and other sorts of expression through virtual communities in different networks. Business companies are increasingly using social media monitoring tools to monitor, track, and analyze online conversations on the Web about their brand or products or about related topics of interests. A key component of social media monitoring tool is sentiment analysis.

Most sentiment analysis research focuses on English language lexicon. However, Malay or Bahasa Melayu is the major language spoken in Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia, Singapore and Thailand. With 19.05 million social media users [6] in Malaysia, there is a need to provide source and tools available in the Malay language for sentiment analysis. Two major problems exist in Malay sentiment analysis [7]; limited number of standardized sentiment lexicon and (2) scarcity of sentiment classifier that is publicly available. The use of mixed languages, Bahasa Rojak, emoticons or emoji by social media users to express their opinions has increased the difficulty of classifying sentiments.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses research background in Malay sentiment analysis. Section III introduces proposed system overview. Section IV outlines the discussion of results followed by experimental results in Section V. Section VI conclude the overall of this study.

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Sentiment analysis (SA) is a process of detecting, deriving and classifying sentiments, opinions and attitudes expressed in texts concerning current issues, services, products, organizations, individuals, events, topics and their attributes [8]. SA derives opinion from the social media and formulates a negative or positive sentiment and based on which, sentiment classification is performed. There are two approaches for SA in
classifying the sentiments [9]: machine learning approach which is also known as a supervised approach and lexicon-based approach is also known as unsupervised approach.

A. Machine Learning Approach

Many researchers utilize machine learning approach to classify sentiments such as Naïve Bayes [10][11], k-NN [12], [13],[14], and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11]. In general, this approach collected large data and split into two; training data set and test data set. Training data set is used for classifier learning process and test data set is used to evaluate the classifier performance after the learning process is completed.

Sentiment analysis on movie review was proposed using the combination of Naïve Bayes (NB), Maximum Entropy (ME) and SVM [11]. The results show that SVM produces the best accuracy using unigram features. The authors believed that discourse analysis, focus ascertainment and co-reference identification could improve the accuracies of sentiment classification.

In Malay SA, [15], Malay text classifier on Malay movie review using SVM, NB and k-NN was proposed. The authors claimed that data collected are very 'noisy' compared to English reviews. Without feature selection and feature reduction technique, the performance of sentiment classification is low. The authors continued their work to improve the Malay SA [16]. They proposed Feature Selection based on Immune Network System (FS-INS) inspired from Artificial Immune System (AIS) in sentiment training process with three common classifiers; NB, k-NN and SVM. FS-INS works better than other feature selection techniques in filter category.

B. Lexicon-based Approach

A study [17] was the first to approach phrase-level sentiment analysis that first determines whether an expression is neutral or polar and then disambiguates the polarity of the polar expressions. A distinct approach on analyzing sentiment is by preparing a lexicon of negative and positive phrases. It is also known as the process of computationally categorizing and identifying opinions conveyed in phrases or texts, particularly in order to find out whether the writer's tendency towards a particular topic, product, etc. is neutral, positive or negative. Some other advances to anticipate the sentiments of words, expressions or documents are Natural Language Processing (NLP) [17]–[20],[21] and pattern-based [21]. A study [22] proposed Opinion Observer to compare various product features using language pattern mining.

In Malay SA, a Malay text classifier is developed using Lexicon-based approach from selected Facebook posts [23]. Text classifier was developed to study consumer opinion on low-cost carriers collected from Twitter posts [24]. Both studies [25],[24] built their own lexicon consisted of small number of sentiment words. To date, only a few research has developed Malay vocabulary text classifier using lexicon-based languages such as [7] and [26].

Machine learning approach produced high accuracy due to its high-quality training data. However, the performance drops when the same classifier is implemented in a different domain [27]. In contrast, lexicon based approach can be implemented in various domains, but slightly less accurate to machine learning approach.

C. Proposed Cross-language Lexicon-based Approach

Based on the previous work in the past sentiment analysis, many researchers perform sentiment analysis on data from social media like Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, etc. and mostly focus on English language because most natural language toolkit have excellent datasets of English language with emoticons and slangs. There is only few research of sentiment analysis that use other languages besides English. Malay SA of [25] and [24] used small-scale lexicon classifier. This work proposed cross-lingual sentiment analysis on the existing English and Malay lexicon on twitter data where Malay is considered as a limited resource language. This research is closely related to Malay SA by [25] and [14]. However, study [25] classify the data into emotions and study [14] used Malay Review Corpus. In this study, sentiment analysis on Twitter users in Malaysia using large lexicon classifier available was experimented and the accuracy is evaluated. Twitter data are chosen in this study due to its source of data. According to a study, [28] on Twitter an average amount of tweets sent are around 6000, which in minutes matches up to 350,000 tweets are being sent, which sums up to 500 million tweets in 24 hours and overall of 200 billion tweets a year. The number of tweets is used by many organizations, institutions and companies as their informative source.

The English [22] and Malay [26] lexicons were being tested in terms of their category whether the words are positive or negative. For English lexicon, they take the frequent pairs of nouns or noun phrases that appear at the beginning of a sentiment as sample of opinions whether negative or positive points of view and the most frequent sample in a positive opinion will be considered a "positive word" and vice versa. For Malay lexicon, Wordnet is used to rate the words through their meaning and synonym and using Naïve Bayes technique to recheck their accuracy points given by Wordnet. This study proposed creating a database of positive and negative lexicon with a mixture of English and Malay and using R to determine if the sentiment was positive or negative.

III. METHODOLOGY

The proposed sentiment analysis system consists of three major phases as shown in Fig. 1.

A. Preprocessing

A search of a certain subject or hashtag will provide all tweets regarding that particular subject or hashtag. For example from the coding below will return a 1500 tweets of the ‘subject’ that was searched

tweet <- searchTwitter('subject', n=1500)

The data extracted for this research are Tweets from public accounts written by Malaysians on twitter. Raw tweets extracted from twitter is not suit for extracting features. Most tweets consist of special characters, messages, stop words, usernames, empty spaces, emoticons, time stamps, URL’s, hash tags, abbreviations, etc. Thus, by cleaning the twitter data we are able to pre-process this data using R functions.
B. Lexicon

There are two data that was used which combine the two most used language in Malaysia which is English and Malay. The English lexicon were generously provided by [22] for future researchers and data was regularly updated. The data was compiled by identifying the polarity of sentences. Frequent features are identified through association mining, and heuristic-guided pruning is applied. The technic of taking the frequent pairs of nouns or noun phrases that appear at the beginning of a sentiment will be a “representative sample” of opinions, both the negative and positive points of view will be covered in noun phrases or frequent nouns while others are placed in the infrequent features. Researchers [26] built a Malay sentiment lexicon based on Wordnet. All Malay words were already given their polarity where +1 represent a positive word while -1 represent a negative word whether the words are positive or negative (refer Fig. 2).

The English and Malay words are both grouped together for positive as well as the negative words. This combination will make analysis of twitter data easier as it can detect straight away where each word belongs to. Conjunction words like “for”, “do”, “and”, “yet”, “or”, “ada”, “di”, “agar”, “ialah”, “kalau”, etc, and Noun words like “Doctor”, “food”, and “chicken”, “sempadan”, “wayang”, “buku”, etc, are not in the Lexical Database and are considered as neutral (0).

C. Sentiment Analysis

This is where the sentiment score calculation is done. Based on its sentiment score, the tweets are categorized into two classes (positive and negative) by implementing the lexical based approach. Term Counting (TC) will be used for the calculation method as the positive or negative words are found on each document, and are used to determine the sentiment score [29]. This is a simple method of counting the positive and negative words found in the tweets. For example, if the sentence is

(A) “the movie was horrible and mahal”

The word horrible has (-1) polarity same goes to the word mahal which also has (-1) polarity. If the TC were to be applied the result would be

\[ (0) + (0) + (0) + (-1) + (0) + (-1) = -2 \]

(B) “saya suka membaca, it’s my favourite hobby”

The word suka has (+1) polarity same goes to the word which also has a (+1) polarity. If the TC were to be applied the result would be

\[ (0) + (1) + (0) + (0) + (1) + (0) = +2 \]

A classifier was built with packages from R to calculate the sentiment from each tweet to count the polarity of the tweet whether positive, negative or neutral. A bar plot will also be generated after the score is calculated.

D. Evaluation

The data from sentiment analysis will be analyzed manually by a native Malaysian speaker. Then, it will be compared to the proposed method results in terms of accuracy. Due to the standardize nature of the lexicon, the system are bound to make a few mistakes while analyzing the data because the actual mean of the shorten word or dialect that Malaysian used could not be recognize by the system. For example:

(A) “loning mu gi interview cari experience”

The actual translation in English would be “Now you will attend the interview to gain experience”.

(B) “I tk ske main game td”

The word horrible has (-1) polarity same goes to the word mahal which also has (-1) polarity. If the TC were to be applied the result would be

\[ (0) + (0) + (0) + (-1) + (0) + (-1) = -2 \]
The full sentences that the system would be able to analyse are “I tidak suka main game tadi”.

(C) “我喜欢鸡肉”

Malaysia is made up of various culture and ethnic but this research will focus on two most used languages in Malaysia which is Bahasa Melayu and English.

Fig. 3 below show the example result of search tweets on #Malaysia. Due to recent restrictions by Twitter only the latest tweets can be extracted. From 1000 tweets set in the settings, it returns 100 tweets. From the pre-processing, the cleaning data produced 57 clean data.

The categorization of the sentiments is assessed manually by a native Malaysian speaker. TABLE I. will be used to compare the performance of the method and the manual assessment by the speaker [7]. The three class contingency table represents the positive, negative and objective sentiments.

\[
\text{TABLE I. CONTINGENCY TABLE FOR SENTIMENT CATEGORIES TO COMPARE BETWEEN HUMAN ASSESSMENT AND PROPOSED METHODS}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentiment</th>
<th>Propose methods</th>
<th>Human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Tp Epo Epn</td>
<td>Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective</td>
<td>Eop Too Eon</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Enp Tn</td>
<td>Negative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[\text{TP} = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{Total instances}}\]

\[\text{precision} = \frac{\text{Tp}}{\text{Tp} + \text{Epo} + \text{Epn}}\]

\[\text{recall} = \frac{\text{Tp}}{\text{Tp} + \text{Epo} + \text{Epn}}\]

\[F1 = \frac{2 \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}\]

IV. RESULT

TABLE II. shows the performance measurement results of the proposed method for the English and Malay tweets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT OF THE PROPOSED METHOD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be observed that the F-Score from the result is quite adequate because usually the score are in a range of 0.0 - 1.0, where 1.0 would be a perfect system. The system has a high score on recall which shows that the system can accurately determine neutrality of the tweets. The accuracy and precision of this system is not very high, this is probably due to the usage of slangs, shorten words and dialects which the system were unable to process. In addition, the number of clean data collected is quite low which affect the confident level of the result.

V. EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

The proposed system can still be used to search for controversial topics just to understand the public perception or opinion toward that topic.

\[
\text{Kes Dera}
\]

Fig. 4. Result of ‘Kes Dera’.
A few controversial topics were being analyzed to view the accuracy of the system. Abuse has always been a serious issue. With this system, the term “Kes Dera” was searched. From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the public was angry and posted various negative remarks about the issue.

Another hot issue was service tax. A comparison between Goods and Services Tax (GST) and the new tax Sales and Services Tax (SST) was searched using this system. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the latest public perception or opinion on both tax systems.

In Fig. 5, there were mixed feelings towards GST taxing system but if compared to Fig. 6, there were a lot of negative opinions on SST than GST.

Recently, LGBT has been a debatable issue that impacted the Malaysians. Malaysia is a country where Islam is an official religion, but other religions are allowed to follow their own religious practices. LGBT is an ongoing movement to fight for its belief. The movement is not widely accepted by local communities globally but are more popular in the United States. Various public opinion on LGBT in Malaysia can be viewed (refer Fig. 7).

Fig. 7 shows a balanced amount of negative and positive opinion. Each person is entitled to their own opinion on any matter. This system is only created to mine positive, negative or neutral comments, opinion or messages from twitter users.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, a cross-lingual sentiment analysis has been developed to analyze tweeter data from Malaysian social media users. The system has successfully analyzed the two largely used languages in Malaysia; English and Malay. Four performance parameter has been measured. The results show that it has high recall which shows that the result can be trusted. However, the proposed method has average accuracy due to the usage of slangs, shorten words and dialects. This model can still analyze what the public feel about a certain topic that revolves in Malaysia. This could greatly help a certain brand or company to understand what a person or a customer comment about their product. However, this system cannot analyze dialect and detect shorten words that is widely used in the social media. For future work, the lexicon will include words in short form, slangs, different dialects and stop words.
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